


Material: PVD Coated Stainless Steel Frame & 

FRP Seat

Dimensions: W*D*H: 21*26*35 inch

Seat Height: 19 inch

Weight: 10.5 kg

With a cutting-edge design form, the Infinity Chair boasts of 

a simplistic yet unconventional idea. Redefining the age-old 

design of a chair, the Infinity Chair boasts of a style that 

sensationalizes the very ergonomics of this furniture piece. 

An amalgamation of style and a new-age design, this chair 

is the epitome of creative thinking.

INFINITY
CHAIR 

LEO X Collection



Material: Steam Beech Wood, Polyester & 

Velvet

Dimensions: W*D*H: 22*41*33 inch 

Dimensions: W*D*H: 73*51*33 inch

Dimensions: W*D*H: 21*40*18 inch

Dimensions: W*D*H: 7*39*24 inch

A masterpiece from our Infinity Series, the Infinity 

Sofa introduces the idea of infinity into the domain of 

luxury and gives this sofa a unique visual appeal.

Redefining the very notion of furniture, the pieces 

showcased in this particular line can be placed and 

re-placed according to the need. From an L-shaped 

sofa to a chair, a single piece in this assortment can 

play the role of an all-rounder. 

INFINITY
SOFA 

LEO X Collection



Material: Resin Top & PVD Gold Coated

SS Base 

Dimensions: W*D*H: 48*41*17 inch

Weight: 50 Kg (Approx)

INFINITY
COFFEE TABLE (BIG)
Bringing a chic style to your home interiors, the Infinity 

Coffee Table boasts of a modular style. Featuring a motile 

design, this coffee table is a paragon of transitional design. 

Pair it with the Infinity Coffee Table (small) for an enhanced 

style aesthetics. The pieces can be placed together such is 

the engineering gone behind the form of the product. A 

sturdy and stylish product, this table is the epitome of

modernistic design.

LEO X Collection



Material: Italian Marble Top & PVD Gold 

Coated SS Frame

Dimensions: W*D*H: 39*20*17 inch

Weight: 35 Kg (Approx)

INFINITY COFFEE 
TABLE (SMALL)
Bringing a chic style to your home interiors, the Infinity 

Coffee Table boasts of a modular style. Featuring a motile 

design, this coffee table is a paragon of transitional design. 

Pair it with the Infinity Coffee Table (small) for an enhanced 

style aesthetics. The pieces can be placed together such is 

the engineering gone behind the form of the product. A 

sturdy and stylish product, this table is the epitome of

modernistic design.

LEO X Collection



Material: White Exotic Marble Top with Black 

Medallions & MDF Base

Finish: Black High Gloss Finish on Base

Dimensions: W*D*H: 84*43*31 inch

Weight: 235 kg (Approx)

INFINITY
DINING TABLE
With a portrayal of nature's elements, the Infinity Dining 

Table boasts of a soothing design. Crafted of white exotic 

marble, the highlight of the piece becomes the black

accents. Alter the style of your dining space with the

presence of this designer piece and make a statement. The 

accents used instead of the traditional legs makes this

product a truly exquisite piece.

LEO X Collection



Material: Steam beech Wood Structure

Finish: Fire Satin Finish

Dimensions: W*D*H: 63*20*114 inch

INFINITY
SHELF 
Portraying the concept of infinity through the abstract

design form, the Infinity Shelf by the designer Leo

Schlumberger is a must-have for any contemporary space. 

Deriving the concept from that of the 'infinity stones', the 

uber-cool shelf is the paragon of sheer engineering and 

design. Showcase your statement pieces on this striking 

display unit for an enhanced visual appeal.

LEO X Collection




